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Nicky Epstein The Essential Edgings Collection: 500 of Her Favorite Original
Borders
Projects range from clothing for the family to throws and blankets. In warp knittingthe wales and courses run roughly parallel. Bill o'Reilly's Killing
Ser. In weaving, threads are always straight, running parallel either lengthwise warp threads or crosswise weft threads. The project was started in
memory of a young woman who had collected plastic toy ducks and who died from cystic fibrosis while waiting for a lung transplant. Gift
Certificates available. Mosaic knitting is a form of slip-stitch knitting that knits alternate colored rows and uses slip stitches to form patterns;
mosaic-knit fabrics tend to be stiffer than patterned fabrics produced by other methods such as Fair-Isle knitting. These fabrics are usually
manufactured on circular knitting machines that would be recognized by conventional knitters as sock machines. Each shawl pattern is complete
with instructions in words and charts. The two most common approaches are intarsia and stranded colorwork. Easy beginner pieces to brain
teasers. Also includes an illustrated stitch guide and problem-solving tips. Oakes is a dedicated knitter, knitwear designer, and knitting instructor
who has known the frustration of Second Sock Syndrome. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. When knitting, some knitters enclose their
balls in jars to keep them clean and untangled with other yarns; the free yarn passes through a small hole in the jar-lid. Horizontal striping welting is
also possible, by alternating rows of knit and purl stitches. When seen from above, the twist can be clockwise right yarn over left or
counterclockwise left yarn over right ; these are denoted as right- and left-plaited stitches, respectively. Some are felted in the washing machine,
giving you a thick, dense garment. Color gallery of projects and lovely watercolors by the author. The dye lot specifies a group of skeins that were
dyed together and thus have precisely the same color; skeins from different dye-lots, even if very similar in color, are usually slightly different and
may produce a visible horizontal stripe when knitted together. Product Details About the Author. It covers basic techniques, perfect details,
finishing, special techniques including shaker knitting and entrelacdecorative details, practical tips, basic patterns for sweaters, socks, gloves,
mittensplus stitch patterns such as Aran Isle and Jacquard. For your next knitted project, let your knitting needles be your wand and perform an
optical illusion using the techniques presented in Shadow Knitting. Knitting one-of-a-kind sweaters just got easier. Main article: Knitted fabric. If
you've never knit a cable or never thought you couldthis book will show you how. Inshe received a prestigious award from the National
NeedleArts Association, and a year later her work was featured in a retrospective fashion show at the Museum of Arts and Design in New York
City. Main article: Knitting needle. Retrieved 13 April By contrast, in warp knitting, one yarn is required for every wale. Other tools are used to
prepare yarn for knitting, to measure and design knitted garments, or to make knitting easier or more comfortable. There are two major varieties of
knitting: weft knitting and warp knitting. An abundance of charts, sketches, detailed Nicky Epstein the Essential Edgings Collection: 500 of Her
Favorite Original Borders, and photographs depicts the endless possibilities in the world of knitting. Forget tired scarves and bulky turtlenecks-
funky, chunky, hip and happening cowls are where it's at! The author shares her's with you, answering questions before you ask, fixing problems
before they become big, and suggesting efficient ways to proceed with your project. Just wait until you see it! When in use, the cable needle is
used at the same time as two regular needles. Swansen, Meg The basic knitted fabric as in the diagram, and usually called a stocking or stockinette
pattern has a definite "right side" and "wrong side". The single yarns may be dyed separately before plying, or afterwards to give the yarn a uniform
look. Thicker yarns generally require thicker knitting needles, whereas thinner yarns may be knit with thick or thin needles. Of these types, wool is
generally favored for knitting, chiefly owing to its superior elasticitywarmth and sometimes felting. Various point-like ornaments may be added to
knitting for their look or to improve the wear of the fabric. This new book offers an easy, inexpensive, and fun way to dye your own self-patterning
yarns. Julia knitted a square of ten stitches and ten rows Nicky Epstein the Essential Edgings Collection: 500 of Her Favorite Original Borders
stockinette stitch using knitting needles that were 6. How-to and a few patterns in this booklet. Nicky Epstein the Essential Edgings Collection: 500
of Her Favorite Original Borders day spotlights a beautiful swatch in a full-color, close-up photograph. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Knitting. Learn all about nonwool yarns, including cotton, silk, linen, soy, bamboo, hemp, Tencel, and rayon. The author has incorporated basic
knitting instruction and overviews of materials and equipment to get readers started quickly. There are 17 fun and funky hats to knit and one Nicky
Epstein the Essential Edgings Collection: 500 of Her Favorite Original Borders crochet, with close-up photographs, accompanied by easy-to-
understand instructions. Softcover, 8"x9", pgs. Includes patterns for afghans, scarves, trendy tops, babies' and kids' projects, sweaters, vests, hats,
bags, jackets, ponchos, more. Try ribbed, cabled, or lacy designs, or give you socks a blast of color. The bags, purses, hats, and other wearables
are knit in a wide range of colors, from soft, natural shades to energetic, fluorescent combinations, that reflect these specific regions of South



America. A brief cultural history and how it inspired Vicki's design preface each pattern, all of which are accompanied by step-by-step instructions
and clear illustrations. Acrylic Fiber Technology and Applications. Color photos, 64 pgs. London: Routledge. For centuries, knitters have created
unique sweaters that fit well by using the techniques explained in this book. Elizabeth Zimmermann is probably the best-known proponent of
seamless or circular hand knitting techniques. Although the new stitch is itself unsecured "active" or "live"it secures the stitch es suspended Nicky
Epstein the Essential Edgings Collection: 500 of Her Favorite Original Borders it. Full color, soft cover, pgs. About the Author Nicky Epstein is a
knitwear designer, the author of numerous bestselling books on knitting, and a popular teacher who travels nationally and internationally to lecture
and give workshops on knitting technique.
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